
While COVID-19 has severely affected the lives of billions of

people around the globe (in one way or another), it opens up new

frontiers of research directions that need prompt exploration. To

that end, in this webinar, I present ArCOV-19, an Arabic COVID-

19 Twitter dataset that covers the period from 27th of January till

31st of March 2020 (and still ongoing). ArCOV-19 is the first

publicly-available Arabic Twitter dataset covering COVID-19

pandemic that includes around 748k popular tweets (according to

Twitter search criterion) alongside the propagation networks of the

most-popular subset of them. The propagation networks include

both retweets and conversational threads (i.e., threads of replies).

ArCOV-19 is designed to enable research under several domains

including natural language processing, data science, and social

computing, among others. Preliminary analysis shows that

ArCOV-19 captures rising discussions associated with the first

reported cases of the disease as they appeared in the Arab world.

In addition to the source tweets and the propagation networks, we

also release the search queries and the language-independent

crawler used to collect the tweets to encourage the curation of

similar datasets. The webinar sheds the light on why we collected

ArCOV-19, how we designed it, what it really covers, how

researchers in several different domains can make use of it, and
what future directions we can take from there.
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